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REVIEW TICLE 
Women and pay 
Prue Hyman* 

(reviewing: Sloane, P.J. (ed) ·wonzen and low pay, London., Macn1illan, 1980, 
pp. 260. Price $57.00 hardback) 

This article examines the extent to which women are paid less than men in New Zealand, 
making comparisons with the situation in Britain and America. In the course of the discus
sion, the immediate causes of differences between pay and some more unde~lying theories 
to account for them a~e briefly outlined. Consideration is then given to past and possible 
future policies which might help to increase ~elative female earnings and oppo~tunity, to
gether with a discussion of their desi~abiliy. 

Introduction 
The recent publication of a book dealing primarily with the earnings of women in Great 

Britain (Sloane (Ed), 1980) provides an opportunity to r~eview the facts and theories ad
vanced concerning the relative pay of women and men. There is a rapidly growing lit~eratur~e 

in this area, discussing the extent of ~earnings differences, the reasons for them and the 
degree, if any, of discrimination revealed. Most of the ~evidence is from North America, but 
the British literatur~e is increasing. Detailed discussion on New Zealand is virtually non
existent. Sloane's book consists of a number of papers prepared for the Royal Conunission 
on the Distribution of Income and Wealth in the course of its study of low incomes. Two 
papers look, in somewhat turgid detail, at the data on women's earnings in Great Britain, 
while one examines United States and Canadian evidence in a briefer but more lucid 
fashion. The other two papers outlin~e various economic theories which seek to explain pay 
inequalities, discussing in detail the neoclassical and segmented labour market approaches, 
which will be outlined in a subsequent section of this article. 

The first of the ~empirical chapters is by P.J. Sloane and W.S. Siebert, and consists of a 
cross section analysis of the data available from the New Earnings Survey of April 1976. 
In spite of ~extensive tabular material and availability of data which induces ~envy in a New 
Zealand researcher, disappointingly few conclusions on the reasons for earnings differences 
emerge. Some features are common to all developed countries; women are concentrated in 
a few occupations; more men work overtime and at a higher rate than women; intra
occupational earnings differences are of much more quantitative importance than inter
occupational differences. These points will be examined for New Zealand in subsequent 
sections of this article. 

B. Chiplin, M. Curran and R. Parsley, in the second empirical chapter, concentrate on 
Britain, and on the changes in relative female/male earnings that have occurred since the 
mid 1960s, noting, first, that women's earnings actually declined relative to men's in the 
post war period to the later 1960s but subsequently increased. They show that changes in 
hours of work and in industrial, occupational and age distributions have had little effect on 
the recent increases in the ratio, which they attribute mor~e to incomes policies containing 
flat rate increases than to the effect of equal pay legislation. The poor pay position of 
women is shown to arise from an earnings distribution lying well to the left of the corres
ponding male one rather than any great difference in their shape. Cross-sectional age
earnings profiles are shown to be almost totally flat for women in their ~early twenties until 
the decline just before retirement. This should be contrasted with male profiles which 
continue to rise until the fifties. Cohort profi},es would presumably give a different picture 
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for the earnings of the same birth year group of women over time, with N8l ..... 
increasing up to a higher age. The later the birth cohort, tile more 1t1l 
would rise since as they get older, women are out of the labour force for a leaer number of 
child rearing years both in New Zealand and in Britian. They are thus tbe df 
experience that give rise to increased earnings. However, the conclulion ofddl 
chapter, that the impact of the EqUIII Pay Act and the passing of the Sex 
Act are unlikely to narrow much further the female/male earninp ratio, Ia almost cer
tainly valid despite this caveat. The authors see long run improvenJent a dependent on 
substantial changes in attitudes, particularly with respect to chDd care. 

Subsequent sections of this article examine the extent to which w am paid leli 
than men in New Zealand, making comparisons with America, and the British results 
outlined above. In the course of the discussion, the immediate of such differences 
and some theories to account for them are briefiy outlined. Consideration II then to 
past and possible future poHcies which might help to increase relative female Nmfall and 
opportunity, together with a discussion of their desirability. 

The Relative Eaminp of Women and Men in New Ze•l•ad 

Overall New Zetdllnd Data 

The only comprehensive source of sex specific data io New Zeeland II tbe 
Depat bnent of Labour's survey, fonnerly held half-yearly and now quartedy. 

While the coverage of the survey is incomplete, omittln& the aector ad <a 
and two-person businesses, it incorporates a sufficient proportion of the labour to 
give a good indication of relative earnings, overall and by induttry. Collection of._ oa 
numbers employed, earnings and hours by sex was begun in 1973 ,foUowiaa a 
dation of the Commission of Inquiry into Equal Pay in New Zealand. 

Table 1 presents the figures on relative hourly and weekly eaminp froa1 1973 to 1980. 
On average at May 1980 a woman's gross weekly eaminp were 62.3 penent ofthGIO of a 
man, while her ordinary time weekly earnings were 75 percent and her ordinary tiaw 
hourly earnings 78.2 percent. Of the difference between grosa weekly 8IMI eda-
ary time weekly earnings, about one-third is accounted for by the exba ,.. _. 
bonuses earned by men and the other two-thirds by the much peater ef 
time work among WOJnen (See the Note to Table 1 ). The ratio Ia .... 
measured by ordinary time weekly earninp as against onUa•ty tllue ...... 
because of the fact that men averaged in 1980 about one more ,.. ... 
than ·wmnen (as well u the two hours per week overtime a1reUy to .,.... dJB 
ordinary time/total earnings difference). 

It can be seen that each of these differences narrowed by between llle _. 
centage points between 1973 and 1977, the period ofJmp 
lation, and the ratios haw remained fairly static IInce th'D. 1he 
narrowing is a result of the legialation is dilcuaed later. The '2163 
female/male gross weekly earnings ratio in New Zealand in tile late 1.-JII 
British equivalent in 1976 of 64.34 cited in the chapter by CbipJia, 
58), and in Britain too the gap hu narrowed. Howewr, such 18 
ratio is by no means so clear cut in North America u Guadeama 
in their chapter of the book. 
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Table 1 Aver:age Earnings of Men and Women in New Zealand, 1973-1980 
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Table 2 Mille 1111d Female Emning1, the Female/Male &,., 
Femtlle Participation by Industry, Feb1'UIU'Y 1980 

Female/Mide 
Female% 'emlnpRado 
of full (F AYI-

INDUS'I'KY Tmae Onl. Time lilly. 
l,abour . , 
Fo~ of A..-..) 

Forestry/Logng 7.01 79.65 
Mining/Quarrying 6.13 76.01 
Seasonal Food Processing 14.45 64.42 
Other Food, Beverages and Tobacco 32.42 75.94 
Textiles, Clothing & Leather 65.41 16A2 
Woo~~nd_ Wood Products 9.78 84.40 
Paper itl4 Paper Production, 

Printing & Publishing 27.03 72.00 
Chemicals, Petroleum, Rubber 

and Plastics 27.20 73.08 
Non .. Metal Mineral Production 12.67 80.58 
Metal Products, Engineering 14.04 77.80 
Machinery except Electrical 12.62 84.60 
Electrical Machinery and Equipment 39.44 77.05 
Transport Equipment 12.79 80.35 
Other Manufacturing 43.16 81.24 
Electricity, Gas and Water 1037 79!J2 
Construction 5.74 84.65 
Wholesale Trade 26.79 76.88 
Retail Trade 48.17 81.07 
Restaurants and Hotels 56.68 87.41 
Transport and Storage (non seasonal) 14.67 82.22 
Seasonal Storage and Machinery 7.15 81.36 
Communications 39.30 83.46 
Financial Institutions 51.41 65.46 
Insurance 44.55 64.56 
Real Estate and Businea Sei'Yices 50.18 67.44 
Public Administration and Defence 31.71 73.44 
Sanitary Services 32.29 89.73 
Educational Services 58.27 67.83 
Research and Scientific Institutes 26.35 64.25 
Health Services 75.58 80.59 
Other Community Services 60.79 72AS 
Recreational and Cultural Services 32.20 81.26 
Personal Household Services 24.25 79.42 

Source: Labour and 
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till, MID other aeu, a.o New Zealaad data are . 

lata' Ia found between orclinary time hourly earnings for men and 
• iDdaBdll wldoh haw hi&h pay for one group tend to be above average for 

(r • .80, at .1 percent level). , the female/male earninp 
1111 a 1tf0D8 MptiYe correlation with the level of male earnings ( r = - .83, significant 

.1 percent lnel) and a weak conelation with the lewl of female earnings ( r = -.34, 
at 5 lewl). 11ma, In the blah eamlnp incluatdes such u Educational 
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tl1ld llnderlylng Theorla 
'Jhe obvious polllble contributory factors to the differences in pay between men aad 

wanen indude differences in hours, occu~tional distributions, education and training, 
Jllll in the labOur oree, lewla e work hieiUCiiy an~iliaps, discrimination. Many 
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Table 3 Mille and Female Hours 1111d &mtngs, Febnlll1'Jil980 

Averaae A A Ave-. ...... 
Ordinary Overtime Oleldlae 

Female 

Male 

Female/Male 
Ratio(%) 

Male/Female 
Difference 

132.69 

212.51 

62.4 

79.82 

Tune 
Houdy 
Raminp 

4.11 

5.29 

77.7 

1.18 

Hourly 
Raminp 

5.81 

7.06 

82.3 

1.25 

Tillie 
HOUII 

36A 

37.5 

97.1 

1.1 

0.8 

2.9 

27~ 

2.1 

Note: If females on average worked 1.1 more ordhwy t111te h8118@ 14.11, 
weekly earnings would increase by of 1.1 x $4.11 • S4.S2. 

If females on average worked 2.1 more 818.11, 
weekly earnings would increase by averqe of2.1 x $5.81• 112.10. 

Hence approximately $16.72 of $79.82 rrt*/ earJdaia 
difference (20.9%) can be attributed to difference In h-......._ 

The success or otherwise of attempts to separate the meuurable faetoa 
differences in pay is clearly crucial in fonning judgements on the msay ......_. 
conflicting, partially owrlapping, which have been advanced in this II8L F• 
women on average have lower productivity than men, by or al ef 
hours, a lesser degree of training and labour force expedence, tl • 1 
over, or reduced mobility, and if these differences could accouat for* 
gap, then there would be no need to look beyond thtle facto&-.; 
noted already, in studies where all or most of these facton bate bela au..t 
ces stlll remain. (For surveys of the Uterature , lntertllltl, 
1978) In their chapter on North America, Gundenon and Jain 
follows: 

• 

Typically, the earnings of females tend to be about .50 oftltl 
for full time, full year workers the ratio fa more in the 
within the same narrowly-defined occupation within the 
the neighbourhood of .75 (with considerable varlatioa) aac1 
lishment the ratio is about .80. Wage diacrimlllatlon JftJlll1l1r 
third of the remaining pay with productivity cHffereace~ 
most of the productivity differences probably 
side of the labour market, especially in the hOUIIboht 
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A number of theories have been advanced to account for the differences in pay between 
men and women, given that productivity differences are not the sole cause. If some employ-

" " · · · · n to won1en (or whites to 

} t ~ •. 
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pared with men. Active attempts to alleviate the social pressures and break down the 
attitudes of employers, par·ents, teachers and the girls themselves, which lead to this situ
ation, have been under way for a number of years and are having some, if a limited, effect. 
It has already been pointed out however, that the greatest proportion of the overall male
female earnings differential is intra-occupational rather than inter-occupational. Hence 
efforts to break down occupational segregation, even if successful, may do comparatively 
little in themselves to close this earnings gap. What is required for this is movement by 
women up the protnotion ladders within occupations. This is discussed further in the next 
section . 

. Policies That May Close The Female/Male Earnings Gap 

This section considers first , equal pay legislation and its impact; secondly, the question 
of margins for skill and, thirdly, policies and problems in the area of inter-occupational and 
intra-occupational male/female differences. Finally, the importance of low female earnings 
to a large number of households is stressed to highlight the fact that male/female earnings 
and low female pay are not just a matter of academic interest but do affect adversely many 
people's lives. 

The policy designed most directly to close the female/male earnings gap is the imple
mentation or equal pay legislation. The small but significant increase in the female/male 
ratio during the step by step implementation period from around 72 percent to 78 percent 
in the case of ordinary time hourly earnings is clain1ed by the Minister of Labour's Com
mittee of review on equal pay to be substantially attributable to the programme resulting 
from the passing of the Equal Pay Act (Report of Review Con1mittee, 1979, p. 17). No 
evidence was produced that ffte narrowing of the earnings gap was in fact mainly due to 
the legislation and there must be some doubt on the matter especially in view of the British 
analysis mentioned in the introduction. The chapter by Chiplin, Curran and Parsley cites a 
similar five-year equal pay implementation period occurring in Great Britain with about the 
same proportional narrowing of the earnings gap, but most of this effect was probably due 
to the incomes policies operating, under which several flat rate and/or sharply tapering pay 
increases were given to the major part of the labour force, rather than to the effects of the 
equal pay programme. Canadian evidence on the effects of legislation is also negative. · 
(Gunderson, 1975) Similar flat rate and tapering increases in pay occurred in New Zealand 
between 1974 and 1976 (for details see Report of Review Committee, 1979, p. 13) with 
the inevitable result of a narrowing of margins and increase in the female/male earnings 
ratio since proportionately more women are among the lower paid groups. Accordingly, 
much of the narrowing of the earnings gap was probably due to these incomes policies 
rather than the legislation. The behaviour of the ratios subsequent to the period of equal 
pay implementation, with some minor fluctuations and if anything a slight widening of the 
gap, is consistent with the income policy interpretation. During this period government 
policy has been to widen margins for skill and general wage orders have been in percentage 
terms, so no further narrowing of the fernale/male earnings difference could have been 
expected unless women had n1oved substantially up the occupational hierarchy. 

It can be seen that the implementation of policies which erode margins, such as the 
·encouragement of flat wage increases and the provision of a minimum adult wage, would 
further increase the female/male earnings ratio. A criticism made of the equal pay principle 
by some employers, at least in advance, was that it would lead to a substitution of the 
labour made more expensive and thus lead to higher Cemale unen1ployn1ent and/or lower 
growth than would otherwise have occurred in the fernale labour force. In fact, during the 
period of implementation of equal pay the full time female labour force grew by about 
19 percent as against 8 percent for the n1ale rate. Although both supply and demand 
factors were interacting in the rapid growth of the fen1ale labour force (and it is possible 
that this growth could have been even faster without equal pay)~ these figures do not give 
any great support to the alarmist argument. The Review t;ommittee did not even con-
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sider that the loss of jobs in the clothing and retail sectors, the two most female employ
ment intensive industries, were primarily a result of equal pay, since the effects of NAFTA 
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fonns of technology, particularly the , make to many jobs wltWI .. ....._ 
intensive. The changes of attitudes necessary on the part of employea, ...._, 
parents and society in general have already been referred to and illeWtably a 
cess, but active policies in this area can be of some alliatance. Equal iltlllfat· 
ion and its enforcement is at least a beginning. But judgements of tha flf aadl 
legislation in North America and Britain (see Hewitt, 1980, pp. 160-163 for....._of 
the results of the Sex Discrimination Act and the Equal Opportunity do 
produce much optimism. Resistance to the possibility of female WDIIrl 
and female fue fighters in New Zealand appears to be continuing after 
rulings. 

There appean to be only a limited ~rrunitanoot to v&&•" ~ 
whicn woUld genera e greater oppo~w for wo1nen such 
nity leave areu. Employer resistance has resulted in lidy weak materaity lene 
which may, in practice, do little to protect women's jobs. Once the econcJIIIIc 
clmate and the political pressures it encourages are not favourable to polialltl whicll .. 
extra resources and make the shortage of employment opportunitill more lflllleat, ewa 
though in the longer tenn the opportunities for women to enter 8RII aldllt -
scarce would have a favourable impact on the economy. 

Finally, the idea that most women's earnings ue only supplementary, b1l)'iDI 
sary luxuries for the two income famfty, is one that needs to be dispelled. N_., of 
the wmuen in the labour force are not married and , plus woaaea Jhila 
from their husbands without a legal separation, many of then1 solo mott.D, Mid thllr 
earnings as the primary support of their households. Moreowr, the •utiRIJ of 
married women are supplements to their husband's earnings which are to 
tain a reasonable standard of living. Evidence for Canada cited in the chapter by 
and Jain makes it clear that female-headed families are more likely thaa headed. lay 
men to be in low income groups. Hence lower pay and opportunity for Ia tile 
labour force are not only a matter for in terms of their cau.. aad. die..-af 
discrimination, but also because of their importance to adequacy of f• a.ay 
families. 

Conclusion 

To the extent that New Zealand data allow such comparis0111 to be made, It a~ 
that the immediate e&q$es of the gap between male and female a ·-
similar to those in Britain and America, arising largely from die ---. 
at the lower levels of occupational hierarchies. Fe~1. houn of work Ill 
contributing factor, but differences in the distribution of men anCl w 
pations is of little importance to the eamin~ _sap u such. 
women's role conditioning and their acceptance of f1ili role are 
narrow range of past work undertaken by most women. -
influence on women's failure to reach higher posltfona within 
occupational concentration may have an indirect impact on the 
its direct impact is small. 

Both the British and American chapters of the book under ntWew • 
the impact of equal pay or fair employment laws on the 
they affect attitudes favourably. For neJU: te 
of workjng patterns for men and women 13 a 

~~ as possible the work experience and on the job 
and Jain put the present position: "The vicious circle 11 
tive advantage in household because of their low 
have low wages in the labour market in part because or ...__._, 
hold tasks. Hence the pOIIibility that equal pay is not 
division of labour in the household.'' 

... .., 
of 
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These points ar,e equally valid for New Zealand and, clearly, by no means all women, let 
alone all men, would welcome the changes involved. However, the existence~ even if on a 
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